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A Webhosting service allows individuals and enterprises to render their website accessible on the Internet. Webhosting is continuously and rapidly evolving to meet changing demands, and Webhosting services are continuously improving. Consequently, the flexibility for end-users is also increasing. Consumers now have the freedom to deeply analyze their needs and thoughts to get exactly what they desire with their hosting packages. We’ve briefly listed the most prominent trends below.

- Security Improvements in the Cloud
- Increases in reseller activity and partnerships
- Data Security
- DDoS Mitigation
- Managed Webhosting solutions
AccuWebHosting has more than 14 well-spent years of experience as a one-stop shop for all your hosting requirements. We provide a wide range of perennially useful hosting services, such as hared hosting, VPS hosting, Cloud hosting and Dedicated Servers, running on both Windows and Linux platforms, with the potential for both managed and unmanaged services.
OUR MISSION

To ensure productive, warm and friendly relationships with our customers, both before and after their targets have been achieved. To consistently deliver the foremost quality hosting services to our highly valued customers, while consistently demonstrating honesty and integrity through our work.
In The Beginning - Let There Be Hosting

The year was 2002, and our founder Rahul Vaghasia was scouring the internet for an acceptable Windows hosting package for his own personal website. One website host offered the requisite quantity of disk space and bandwidth, but not the ideal control panel. Another had the best control panel, but not the desired mail server option. Rahul then proceeded to spend the following several weeks trawling the internet, searching thoroughly through website after website, only to finally end up empty handed and immensely frustrated.

At home, Rahul again attempted to find a Windows hosting package, only to be doubly unsuccessful. Although there were many "mom and pop" web hosts selling Windows hosting at incredibly cheap prices, Rahul was struck by the obvious lack of a major online web host which actually specialized in Windows hosting. Given that it was 2002 and anything seemed possible at the time, Rahul decided to quit his day job to start an online web hosting company... and thus, AccuWebHosting.com was born!

The original idea was simply to create a website that offered the best Windows hosting solution across all dimensions: disk space, bandwidth, an easy to use control panel, powerful mail servers, and MSSQL databases. Over the past 16 years however, both the brand and company's aspirations have evolved. In addition to offering sophisticated Windows web hosting, the goal has morphed into providing the premium web hosting service online -- not just for Windows, but in every single web hosting category.

SO HERE IS OUR VISION

One day, 70% of all web hosting purchase transactions in the US will be undertaken online. People will buy from the company that provides the best service and the widest selection. AccuWebHosting.com will be that online store.
MAJOR TURNING POINTS IN THE COMPANY'S LIFE

In September 2009, AccuWebHosting.com Inc. announced its plans to introduce VPS hosting services, entering into collaboration with the Handy Networks family to bring the latest technology to our clients. With both companies sharing an ironclad commitment to customer service, we were thrilled to begin rapidly growing. By 2010, AccuWebHosting had grown so greatly that it became necessary to restructure the company, so that we could continue to offer customers top-in-class service. For us to have the flexibility to eventually sell an immense variety of services, we deemed this a most necessary change. On May 1, 2010, AccuWebHosting was restructured into ten separate companies under the AccuWebHosting Family umbrella.

A QUICK INTRO TO OUR FOUNDER'S ROLE

As CEO of AccuWebHosting, Rahul brings clarity of vision, innovation, and a fervent devotion towards customer service. He is a regular blog author concerning webhosting trends, cloud technologies and other key Web Hosting topics. He also undertakes the key decisions when it comes to the operations of research and development, technical support, sales, and marketing.

OUR FOCUS

We strongly believe that a Web hosting service should allow you to focus on your business while always maintaining your online presence intact. We have put thousands of hours into ensuring that buyers receive a Web Hosting service that precisely matches their requirements. Additionally, a buyer’s website must face minimal downtime, and such a buyer must also receive all the help necessary while initially setting up their website. To achieve that, we painstakingly pay meticulous attention to customer queries. This means that we improve the outcomes of our customers as well as our offerings in general, whenever we encounter any problem.
Awards & Recognition

An award winning web hosting provider.
AccuWebHosting offers a complete range of Web hosting services to cover businesses of any size. Shared hosting plans are offered to websites which only receive minor traffic, VPS hosting plans are there for medium sized organizations, and Dedicated servers are offered to those large organizations which demand vast amounts of hardware and bandwidth. Our web hosting infrastructure is primarily powered by advanced SSDs and sophisticated Cloud technologies.
Premium Shared Web Hosting with cPanel is an ideal and effective combination of SSDs, the Cloud Linux operating system & the speedy LiteSpeed WebServer. We have built a rock-solid daily backup hosting environment which guarantees resources to your shared-hosting website. This provides improved security and easily facilitates switching between various PHP versions. All orders are instantly processed and feature a powerful 1-Click installer, which aids in the installation of 100+ scripts and applications such as WordPress, Joomla and Magento.

- Pure SSD Storage with free daily backups available
- CloudLinux – A Reputable, highly Secure, and responsive OS
- LiteSpeed - #1 Commercial Web Server - 7x Faster

Combined with our SQL 2012 database hosting, AccuWebHosting is one of the rare Windows hosting companies offering all the latest technology on shared Windows hosting platforms. We offer the powerful SolidCP (WebsitePanel alternative) control panel which can automate the provisioning of a full suite of website hosting services for our Windows platforms. Our shared servers come pre-configured for the latest MVC 5, .NET dll, Code Behind, /bin, Web Services and a plethora of others. Database connectivity technologies such as ASP.NET SQL Server Session, ODBC / DSN, MDAC, OLE DB, and SQLXML are likewise supported.

- Dedicated Application Pool
- MVC / Silverlight
- Full Trust Hosting with Daily Backups of your Website

AccuWebHosting.Com is the premier provider of private label reseller hosting. This is powered by high quality servers plus sophisticated and reliable networks. We confidently believe that our success relies on the success of our resellers. We thus offer a wide range of Bulk Account Reseller Plans, backed by our robust and professional 24 x 7 x 365 Technical Support. Great reseller hosting features include Disk Usage Statistics, Full Customizable Error Pages, Full Directory Security Controls, Full Log Files Access, and an easy to use Customer Help Desk.

- Free Setups - we charge you a simple flat fee! No nasty Hidden Fees!
- Support for Classic ASP, PHP & MySQL Hosting
- Powered by exceptionally low-latency, rapid Pure SSD Storage
You can install and run your personal applications through the access point of a dedicated Operating System. The Windows VPS option includes all the usual important applications, such as the IIS Server, the latest ASP.Net frameworks, Microsoft SQL server database, PHP with FastCGI, MySQL database server, and the SmarterMail Mail Server. Plus any other software you may need.

- Servicing Windows Server 2016 / 2012 / 2008
- Remote Desktop Access
- Enterprise Class SAN Storage

We offer Linux VPS's at economical rates within highly scalable environments. You need only to pay for the portion of the system you use. No need to lug around the weight and cost of extra unnecessary resources, hardware, and bandwidth. Our quick setup includes the operating system, plus any of the following: the Web Server software itself, latest PHP, Python, MySQL database server, Mail server and any other software requested by you during the sign-up process. All Linux VPS's are provisioned with full administrative access through SSH. Our VPS's are backed up on a weekly basis using the CDP backup service on our secure network.

- Choice of Operating System.
- Free setup
- Dual Processor Quad Core Servers.

The primary advantages to Solid State Drive (SSD) VPS's include dramatically improved speed, drastically reduced seek times, and faster read/write performance. Using a SSD for a VPS ensures quicker disk I/O performance and thus faster response times. Our Cloud HyperV servers are also equipped with distributed SAN storage. Overall, a Linux SSD VPS is best suited to becoming a Dedicated Database Server & Backup / Storage Server.

- Pure RAID 6 SSD Storage
- Fully Managed VPS Hosting at no additional cost
- Monitoring of VPS resource usage and services
AccuWebHosting brings over a decade of experience in the art of customer satisfaction with respect to Windows server environments to the table. Using SSD’s for a VPS guarantees much greater disk I/O performance. By default, all SSD VPS plans are covered under the Fully Managed Support option. Said Fully Managed Support includes 24 x 7 server monitoring, proactive server management, best effort installation of third party tools, plus Operating System and Control Panel management.

- Highly Performant Dual Xeon E5 series Servers
- Exceedingly Rapid Solid-State Drives within a RAID Configuration
- Complimentary Backups

Forex SSD VPS’s are powered by ultra-high performance 16 core Intel E5 series servers. With Forex trading on MT4 & MT5 software starting from 1 instance to more than 8 Forex instances if desired, AccuWebHosting’s Forex VPS hosting is by far the best match for you. These servers are all fully managed, which means we will continuously monitor your VPS server around the clock, 24x7, to always make sure that all applications are always running as they should.

- Multiple Forex Trading Instances
- SSD Powered Storage
- Top-End Intel E5 Series CPU’s

The Hyper-V Based Virtualization Technology powered Windows VPS Reseller plan offers you the ability to create your own custom VPS accounts and then resell them to your customers. This makes VPS hosting straightforward and affordable. You can easily use white label Name Servers, which allow you full control over the naming system for your networks – in short, keeping us completely hidden behind the stage. You receive access to a control panel with which to manage (create, delete, edit, start, pause & stop) your resold VPS services.

- Windows Server 2016 / 2012 / 2008 | IIS 7/8
- Full Administrator Access
- An incredibly User-Friendly Interface
AccuWebHosting offers Cloud Hosting with a Shared Environment to provide economical hosting for your small or personal website. Every Windows Cloud Hosting server is powered by Intel Dual Xeon E5 series CPU’s and high-speed distributed SAN storage within a RAID10 setup. You receive access to a particularly user-friendly Control Panel – SolidCP - to manage your website. An incredible One-click installation of more than 100 applications is also included, giving you super quick access to some of the most useful software yet written. Instant setup is also included in all our plans.

- Performant Cloud platform to host your site
- Windows Server 2008 with SQL Server 2008 Database
- Support for ASP.Net, MVC, PHP, Active Perl, Classic ASP, and Silverlight, plus many others.

Our Cloud Hosting servers are provided with a 100% hardware uptime guarantee. All our Linux Cloud Hosting plans are capable of handling massive quantities of traffic. Also, with every package you will receive access to cPanel - the most user-friendly control panel in the world, which enables you to easily and rapidly manage your websites. All plans are instantly setup, and a free daily backup is an added bonus provided with every plan. It is exceedingly simple to host your WordPress blog or install 100+ scripts using a powerful one-click app installer.

- 100% hardware uptime guarantee
- Multiple Layer DDOS Protection with Daily Backups
- Free website migration with 24/7 outstanding support
AccuWebHosting offers KVM based Windows Cloud VPS's with high speed SAN storage. Our Cloud nodes are virtualized using ONAPP's powerful proprietary virtualization technology. All our Windows Cloud VPS plans are completely scalable and are inclusive of full remote access via RDP. The resources included in plan are also always fully guaranteed. With complete administrator access, you are at liberty to install any application onto your VPS that you require.

- Operating System choices: Windows Server 2016 / 2012 / 2008 OS
- Control panel options: SolidCP or Plesk Panel
- A SmarterBundle Pro license included at no additional cost (i.e. Free!)

AccuWebHosting’s Linux Cloud platform delivers an exceptional level of redundancy to mitigate any number of potential failure vectors: from multiple hard drive failures to processing power spikes, and so on. Every Linux Cloud VPS is provisioned with SSH & unrestricted Root Access. Free Weekly backups are also included with every plan, and daily CDP backups are a useful addon option. These clouds are designed to run your Open Source PHP & MySQL applications such as WordPress, Magento and many others.

- Fully guaranteed resources with ultra fast performance
- Control panel options: cPanel/WHM and Plesk Panel
- Host unlimited domains and resell services to your client
If you are seeking a hosting solution for your mission critical business, this is it. AccuWebHosting offers performant, ultra-fast Dedicated Servers in 8 locations across the planet: the USA, Germany, Canada, France, UK, Australia, Singapore and India. Most of our servers are capable of intense scaling should need be. We can build you speedy servers with a dazzling array of choice: say, 96 drives, 3TB physical memory, plus 40+ powerful physical CPU cores. With every server option, you will have many choices when it comes to the OS, Software, licensing, and so on.

- Varied Customization options.
- OS selection options.
- Control panel options.
- SQL server options.
- CDP backup and Firewall options.
All our WordPress plans are offered with a fully managed support contract providing around the clock hosting assistance. We have immensely scalable WordPress servers with which to handle herculean traffic demands. We use the exceptional CloudLinux OS, which has been designed for long-term stability, sophisticated security and performance with regards to your WordPress hosting needs. We also use LiteSpeed Server software, which is adept at handling many thousands of concurrent clients. We finally use CloudFlare - A Web Application Firewall which is ideal for protecting your WordPress website against the many malicious DDoS attacks that are all too likely today.

- CloudLinux – A particularly Lightweight virtualized environment
- LiteSpeed – exceptionally High-Performance Web Server
- Hyper Cache – A Superior Caching Plugin

Our secure Node.js hosting solution is supported by our tireless support personnel, and brought to the next level by our personalized touch. This permits you to allocate your resources away from stress and towards growth. Our Node.js hosting plans are also fully compatible with Plesk/cPanel control panels. There are no I/O limits, so your Node.js instance will run smoothly even under high load. Additionally, full support for the incredibly versatile Perl and Python languages is included. This fully Managed Support is included within the plan’s price, which covers 24 x 7 server monitoring, proactive server management, best effort installation of third-party tools, and OS and Control Panel management.

- Fully Managed VPS Hosting within an SSD Environment
- Host an Unlimited number of Websites
- Free Complimentary Backups

All our plans cover the pre-installation of Joomla for your domain. We do not restrict your access to the Joomla source code or database and you will receive full access plus the ability to customize your Joomla instance as required. Our helpful video tutorials are the go-to reference for learning how to perform various necessary jobs, such as adding or editing posts, configuring security settings, updating plugins, and so on.

- Fully Managed Pro level Support
- Joomla SuperCaching Plugin
- Multiple Layer DDOS Protection
With our friendly MEAN.JS hosting solution, you will receive the crucial and necessary qualities of iron-clad security and utmost scalability. MEAN.js stack hosting is based on a variety of powerful technologies, such as MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and Node.js. We have meticulously crafted this environment so that you can get started in a matter of mere minutes. To achieve this, we only offer MEAN.JS plans with a high degree of scalability.

- The MEAN.JS Stack set-up and pre-configured
- SSH / Full Root Access (i.e. almost unrestricted administration)
- MongoDB Database

Our thoroughly secured Magento Hosting solution allows you to stop stressing and instead focus on what’s important to you – namely, growth. Our #1 Commercial OS CloudLinux totally isolates your Magento accounts from other accounts which share the same server. This will prevent any single site from overusing the server’s resources. This is in addition to various Kernel Level tweaks, Mod_Security & a securely configured Web Server. Your first Magento installation will be pre-installed with a Popular Magento SEO plugin.

- Google Apps Integration
- A Free Daily Backup of your Website
- Free Complimentary Backups

Our OSCommerce shared servers are built with Enterprise-class hardware and solid-state drive (SSD) storage in a highly redundant RAID 6 array. We provide amongst the fastest OSCommerce hosting, and will help you optimize your eCommerce store for superior performance. To ensure that your OSCommerce store is secure and provided with better support as compared to anywhere else, we provide you with a free Virus scanner and Malware removal service under our managed OSCommerce hosting (on demand).

- Unlimited OSCommerce Websites
- Complimentary Backups for your OSCommerce Sites
- 24 x 7 support by highly skilled OSCommerce technicians

We take an immense amount of pride in the ingenious .NET Hosting technology we provide, and weld this together with a laser-guided focus on customer service. Friendliness and technical expertise constitute our primary directive. You will obtain Full Trust access to all your applications, Silverlight & AJAX support, a free SQL 2012 / 2008 database & all the latest MVC support. We strive to provide a particularly useful range of choice in our services. Thus, our contemporary Windows 2012 Server hosting offers provide support for all versions.

- Fully Managed VPS Hosting within an SSD Environment
- High-Speed Storage - Raid10 Setup
- Free Complimentary Backups

We provide IIS 8 Hosting on the latest Windows 2012 hosting platform. .NET applications are easier to create, debug, and deploy, because those tasks can all be performed within a single development environment - Visual Studio .NET. Our IIS 8 Hosting includes features such as the Remote IIS Manager, an isolated Application Pool for each Website, a real-time ASP.NET version chooser tool, plus many other exciting tools. The Application Initialization module feature allows loading sites and pages before the web traffic even arrives, and subsequently handling requests in a much friendlier and smoother way while the application performs its initial loading.

- Microsoft Windows 2012 & IIS 8 Hosting
- Support for Classic ASP, PHP 5.3 with FastCGI & MySQL 5.5
- Multiple Layer DDOS Protection
When you start out with your web presence, a domain name is necessary. This is because it acts as your address, indicating your location to people who want to find you. A domain name is the first step towards creating your digital presence. Begin the search for your perfect and unique domain with AccuWebHosting. We additionally provide a WHOIS protection service, to protect your domain details from the multitude of spammers present on today’s web.

- A Flat rate price for renewals
- Manage your domain and hosting service from one place
- Free and Easy domain transfer capabilities

AccuWebHosting provides highly secure 256-bit SSL certificates to encrypt the sensitive information that your website will send and receive over the internet. You can secure one domain, multiple domains, or an unlimited selection of sub-domains with our SSL certificate offerings.

- 99+% browser support
- Manage your domain and hosting service from one place
- Free Complimentary Backups

Enjoy the greatest content delivery experience for you or your site’s visitors with CDN hosting. As your content will be delivered from the nearest pop server, it will potentially dramatically improve your page’s loading speed. It will also decrease the overall usage of bandwidth on your hosting plan, as well as reduce any technical reliance on your actual server.

- 110 PoP (Points of Presence) servers in 31 countries.
- Improved Google rankings
- Reduced load on your server and reduced bandwidth usage.
Switching to AccuWebHosting from your existing service provider is simple and stress free, as we provide a free migration service. This permits you to allocate your resources where they are needed. You can simply leave the migration process to our highly experienced and professional support team, and we’ll get diligently down to work.

- Hassle free switching to AccuWebHosting.
- Check your website before changing to us.
- 24/7 support for migration.

AccuWebHosting provides an effective Cloud based Anti-Spam solution to secure your web server against unsolicited and unwanted inbound bulk emails, plus other related threats such as damaging virus and phishing attacks. We use bleeding-edge filtering algorithms and sophisticated spam pattern identification to eliminate an astounding 99.98% of Spam before it even reaches your mailbox.

- Effective Cloud based Anti-spam solution
- Block rate of 99.98%.
- False positive rate of less than one in a million.

AccuWebHosting also provides the Smarter Tools bundle (worth nearly $800 USD!) free with a Windows based service. The Smarter Tool bundle includes three main software packages, such as SmarterMail, SmarterStats, and SmarterTrack. SmarterMail delivers Microsoft-exchange level features without the complication of setup and maintenance. SmarterStats provides in-depth analysis of website traffic, visitor behavior, and SEO marketing efforts. SmarterTrack includes many features, such as ticketing systems, live chats, call logging and much more.

- Free SmarterMail license worth $299 for email servers.
- Free SmarterStats license worth $299 to track visitors.
- Free SmarterTrack license worth $199 to integrate multiple customer facing services together.
WORLDWIDE DATACENTER FACILITIES

- US
- Canada
- France
- Amsterdam
- India
- Singapore
- Australia
• Daily Backups (both on and off site).
• Multiple Alarm Systems.
• Two 25-ton Liebert HVAC Systems.
• One 40-ton Airedale HVAC Systems.
• 6 Cabling for 1Gb/s Networking.
• Dual Halon Fire Suppression.
• UPS & Natural Gas Generators.
• Climate Controlled Server Room.
HOW ARE WE THE BEST IN CUSTOMER SUPPORT?

INCREIBLE SUPPORT

24 x 7 x 365

First Response Time

Support 24/7 x 365

You focus on your business, we will manage your hosting
HOW ARE WE GROWING?

55K+
Websites Hosted

15K
VPS Hosting Services

14 YEARS +
Industry experience

30K+
Domain registrations

Domains Registered
VPS Hosting Services
Websites Hosted
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GET UP TO $200 USD COMMISSION FOR EACH SIGNUP.

We offer a highly rewarding Flat Rate Affiliate Program with a multi-tier commission. In our affiliate program, you receive a flat rate high commission starting from $25, and increasing to $200 USD per signup. No gimmicks and no tricks. You don't even need to be an AccuWebHosting customer to sign up for our lucrative Affiliate Program!
Today, AccuWebHosting’s commitment to helping computer and systems engineer majors is stronger than ever. We are proud to announce the AccuWebHosting College Scholarship, designed to help students afford the rising cost of tuition, as well as to help them along the road to a successful career path in the increasingly interesting field of technology.
Review by the HostingAdvice Team, Gainesville, FL

"AccuWebHosting offers robust features and flexibility across the board. Combining affordability and high-powered infrastructure, the company delivers SSDs and cloud flair even to shared servers. Particularly appealing to Windows hosting enthusiasts, AccuWebHosting should resonate with a variety of customers."

Laura Stamey, Hosting Expert

Exceptional Support at an Affordable Rate

Signing up with AccuWeb Hosting has allowed me to stop worrying about uptime and support! In turn that allows me to focus on important areas like growing my business.

Matt Sudowaski

From Toothpick to Battleship!

I was college undergraduate, no idea on hosting or what so ever. Due to the needs to live, I tried to understand website and found Accuwebhosting. Through their prompt service and very kind support Service (who also teach mo how to do things), I am now a hostter of several website. Glory to god, he gave talent to this people who shares knowledge to others.

Ronaldo Florendo, Manila, PH
Mr. Rahul C. Vaghasia

AccuWebHosting is comprised of an incredibly enthusiastic team that tirelessly pursues our vision and mission. Constantly staying abreast of innovation, we focus on addressing the needs of today’s growing businesses. I am proud to lead such a dynamic team, and it is an honor to earn the trust of thousands of our loyal customers, many of whom are themselves pioneers in their own businesses. We remain steadfast in our commitment to continuously providing “the best in industry” services to meet the needs of an ever-evolving landscape of complex technology.
WHAT YOU GET?

- World Class hosting solutions.
- High-Performance Servers.
- Extraordinary around the clock support.
- Rapid Setups.
- Complimentary backups.
- Free Perks.
- 100% Guaranteed Customer Satisfaction.
GET READY TO LAUNCH

YOUR FASTEST AND SAFEST WEBSITE WITH US!

sales@acquwebhosting.com
Live chat
1-877-767-4678